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Abstract—Web pages polluted by unhealthy contents (e.g.
pornography or violence) have offended many users and become
a social headache. This paper presents a collaborative rating
system and a light-weight algorithm to detect polluted pages and
thus improve user experience of web browsing. It mainly tackles
two challenges. First, the system should cater to web users'
different tastes and judging standards on which polluted pages
they like or dislike. Second, the system should be resilient to
dishonest ratings and collusions. The model and the algorithm
are evaluated by simulations which show that they can work well.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
With the sweeping popularity of World Wide Web, a large
amount of harmful web pages have emerged. These pages can
be grossly classified into two categories, phishing pages and
polluted pages. Phishing pages usually allure users to expose
their credit card numbers or deceive users into paying for
nothing. As to polluted pages, the typical examples include
pages contaminated by pornography and violence, which have
offended many users, and are especially harmful to young kids.
Polluted web page has become a social headache.
Some work has been done to detect phishing websites, such
as the Microsoft Phishing Filter and the Netcraft Toolbar.
However, few attentions have been paid to polluted pages.
Though at the website level it is easy to block accesses to
certain well known polluted sites, e.g. porn sites, most polluted
pages reside in ordinary websites, especially in BBS-like
forums and the rapidly developing personal Blogs. The specific
pages should be detected rather than the whole website. Data
mining might help to detect some polluted pages, especially to
text-based contents. But it fails to work well when page content
is shown in a picture.
In this paper, we mainly focus on detecting polluted pages.
We observed that most polluted pages are visited by multiple
users at different time and places. If the first few victims of a
page could warn subsequent visitors, the latter could evade that
page. Based on this idea, we build up a defense system which
enables web users to collaboratively filter polluted pages.
Several challenges make such a system difficult to build. First,
it is improper and impossible to find one polluted page set for
all users, because users have different tastes and judging
standards. So the system should cater to diversified user tastes
and judging standards, and detect user-specific polluted pages.

Second, malicious users might make dishonest ratings. A user
might slander a normal page to be polluted, or a powerful
entity might manipulate a group of users to prejudicially attack
one website or protect another. So the system should be
resilient with dishonest users and even colluding groups.
This paper presents a collaborative rating system which can
detect the polluted pages for users. Offensive Web Pages
(OWPs) are used to denote polluted pages in later parts. The
remainder is arranged as follows. Section II introduces related
work. Section III states the OWP problem, and presents our
collaboration model, prediction algorithm and attack analysis.
Section IV evaluates the model and the algorithm by
simulation. Section V concludes this paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

Collaborative filtering scheme has not only been used in
recommender systems to help users find content of interest
from a potentially overwhelming set of choices [1], but also
been used in P2P file-sharing systems to detect insecure
objects, such as spam emails [2] and polluted files [3].
Existing methods of avoiding bias from unfair ratings can
be grossly classified into two categories, endogenous and
exogenous. The endogenous methods assume that unfair
ratings can be recognized by their statistical properties, and
they exclude or give low weight to presumed unfair ratings [4,
5]. The shortness of the endogenous methods is that the
statistical property fails to function correctly when more than
50% ratings are unfair. In fact, reference [4] first uses
collaborative filtering to limit this method within a trustable
community. The exogenous category covers methods where
external factors, such as the reputation of the rater, are used to
determine the weight given to ratings [3]. Many peer reputation
systems [3] use pair-wise similarity as the external factor to
determine peers’ reputations. However, this method is too
heavy to enable large-scale collaboration.
III.

MODEL, ALGORITHM AND ANALYSIS

Before stepping into the collaboration model, it is helpful to
formalize the OWP problem.
Web Page Attribute The different types of page content
pollutions are defined as different page attributes, which can be
denoted as:

A = (a1 ,...ai ,...an )
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Page attributes have continuous values ranging from 0 to 1.
Attribute value denotes the degree of pollution. Value 0 means
no pollution, while value 1 means full pollution.
Web User Opinion User opinion of web page at any
attribute is modeled as a binary value, clean or offensive:

O = (o1,...oi ,...on )

oi ∈{clean, offensive} (2)

oi denotes the opinion of page attribute ai . Binary option
simplifies the user’s decision.
OWP Problem For each user and at any page attribute,
web pages are classified into two categories, offensive pages
and clean pages. The classification is user-specific because of
different users’ tastes and judging standards. The goal of
solving the OWP problem is to predict user-specific offensive
pages before users visit them.
A. Collaboration Model
In our model, collaborating users leave a rating after they
visit a web page. All ratings are correlated to predict potential
offensive pages for each user.
To achieve high efficiency, collaboration should happen
within a collaboration domain. A collaboration domain
concerns with one page attribute of one website. Ratings to
pages in one website should only be used to predict OWPs in
the same website. One reason is that a website usually has a
stable viewer community. It is more likely to find common
OWPs within this community. The other reason is that a user
might have subjective likes or dislikes between different
websites, but this prejudice is often stable to one website. So
limiting collaboration into one website can eliminate such
prejudice asymmetry. In the following, we discuss our
collaboration model and OWP prediction algorithm in one
collaboration domain. The attribute concerned is denoted by
a . The page set and the user set are denoted by P and U ,
which have n p and nu elements.
Our collaboration model is illustrated in Fig.1. There are
two components, the collaborator and the predictor. From
k
collaborator k’s view, Pk is the union of the clean subset Pc
k
o

and the offensive subset P . After visiting a page, a
collaborator makes a rating based on the rule:

k

The pages collaborator k has visited form a set Pi which is
k

k

the union of the clean subset Pi , c and the offensive subset Pi ,o :

Pi k = Pi ,kc * Pi ,ko .
The predictor collects ratings, correlates them and predicts
potential offensive pages for each collaborator. The prediction
k
set for collaborator k is denoted by Pp , which is the union of
k

k

the clean subset Pp ,c and the offensive subset Pp,o :

Ppk = Ppk,c * Ppk,o

.

An accurate prediction obeys:
 Ppk ⊆ ( P − Pi k )
°° k
k
k
® Pp ,c ⊆ ( Pc − Pi ,c )
° k
k
k
°̄ Pp ,o ⊆ ( Po − Pi ,o )

(3)

Several factors might undermine the prediction accuracy.
First, web page content might gradually change. Second,
collaborator’s taste and judging standard might change as well.
Therefore heuristically only fresh ratings should be used for
prediction. Another factor is dishonest ratings that violate the
Honest Rating Rule. This is a common problem in
collaborative rating systems, and we discuss it later.
B. OWP Prediction Algorithm
In this subsection, we give an algorithm that can be used by
the predictor. For collaborator k, the attribute value of any page
k
k
in Pc is lower than Po . So the basic heuristic is that there is
an offensive threshold Tk between attribute values of pages in
Pck and. Any page with attribute value above Tk will be taken
by collaborator k as offensive. To estimate Tk, we have to
estimate pages’ attribute value which is quantified by page’s
Global Offensive Ratio (GOR) approximately.
Definition 1 GOR is the ratio of offensive ratings in all
ratings to a page.
Given enough honest ratings, GOR of a page will
approximate the page’s attribute value with high probability. It
is helpful to set a rating threshold TR. Only pages who receive
more than TR ratings are considered into the prediction
algorithm.
k

Fig.1. Collaboration Model

Honest Rating Rule Given a page p , collaborator k rates:
k

k

1) clean if p ∈ Pc ; 2) offensive if p ∈ Po .

For collaborator k, the pages in Po can be ranked by GOR.
The smallest value GORMIN can be used as k’s indirect
offensive threshold. However, random errors may exist. Two
methods can be used limit random errors. First, a slow-start
threshold TSS could be set. A collaborator will receive
predictions only after it has made more than TSS ratings. We
will discuss this in Section IV. Second, random error can be
further dampened by substituting GORMIN with another
parameter as the indirect offensive threshold, Local Offensive
Bottom (LOB).
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Definition 2

Collaborator k’s Local Offensive Bottom
th

k
i,o

(LOBk) is the ª« 0.05n º» smallest GOR in P , n = P
When Pi ,ko = ∅ ,

k
i,o

.

LOBk =1, NOOFk=TRUE.

The heuristic is effective to eliminate false positives when
there are less than 5% random errors, but it is weak when largescale dishonest ratings exist. To avoid false positives resulted
from this, a check should be made before prediction to see if
the collaboration network is trustable. We define another
parameter Local Clean Top (LCT):
Definition 3
the «ª 0.05n »º

According to (5), in any attack scenario, GOR statistically
depends on honest rating. Since user’s preference is calculated
from GOR, the increase of GOR will cause the increase of the
latter. Thus, the affection to prediction accuracy is small.
However, when dishonest collaborators overtake most of the
collaboration network, there might be too much random error
which would undermine prediction accuracy. We will evaluate
this later by simulation.
In conclusion, our model and algorithm have good
resilience to Ballot Stuffing, and Bad Mouthing attacks, even in
a colluding way.

Collaborator k’s Local Clean Top (LCTk) is

th

k

largest GOR in Pi , c ,

n = Pi ,kc . When

Pi ,kc = ∅ , LCTk = 0, NOCLk=TRUE.
A natural check is that for any collaborator k LOBk should
be larger than LCTk. We call this Trust Check. The trust check
enables collaborators to launch self-protection when needed.
Though it can not result in ZERO false positive, it does greatly
reduce that especially when large-scale dishonest collaborators
exist. Its effect will be shown in the evaluation part. As a result,
nu

we have the following prediction rule ( P = * P k ):
i
i
k =1

Prediction Rule Given collaborator k and page j
k

( j ∈Pi &&j ∉Pi ): 1) if (NOCLk==TRUE), j is offensive to k;
2) if(LOBk>LCTk) and GORj > LOBk, j is offensive to k.
C. Attack Analysis
Our collaboration model and prediction algorithm predict
potential offensive pages for collaborators based on their past
ratings. Malicious collaborators might try to exploit them to
achieve selfish goals. In this paper, we consider two basic
attack models.
Ballot Stuffing Attackers make exaggeratedly positive
ratings to selected websites. No matter whether those pages are
offensive to them or not, they just make clean ratings.
Bad Mouthing Attackers make exaggeratedly negative
ratings to selected websites. Contrary to Ballot Stuffing, they
just make offensive ratings.
For generality, we suppose both the two kinds of attackers
exist. Accordingly, collaborators are divided into three groups,
the honest group (HG), the ballot stuffing group (BSG), and the
bad mouthing group (BMG). The upper attack models ensure
that the two dishonest groups have no page-dependent
behaviors. A group can not launch ballot stuffing to some
pages but bad mouthing to others. Suppose the three groups’
ratios are denoted by r1, r2, and r3, which satisfy r1+r2+r3=1,
and page’s Partial Offensive Ratio (POR) in the three groups
are denoted by PORH, PORBS, and PORBM. Then:

GOR = r1 × PORH + r2 × PORBS + r3 × PORBM

(4)

According to the attack model, PORBS=0, PORBM=1, then:

GOR = r1 × PORH + r3

IV.

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our collaboration model and
prediction algorithm by a discrete-event simulator.
A.

Setting, Metric and Method
Since the collaboration model and OWP prediction
algorithm work in the same way in different collaboration
domains, we limit our simulations within one domain. We
simulate three typical types of websites. The first are BBS-like
forums, in which some pages are contaminated. The second are
news websites, in which pages are often uncontaminated. The
last are porn websites, in which most pages are contaminated.
Each simulation lasts for 50 days. Each hour 20 new web
pages are added into the website. Fresh pages are more likely
to be visited. The probability that a page added in the latest ith
24-hour (day) is selected is twice that of a page added in the
latest (i+1)th 24-hour (i=1, 2, …). Since pages added 10 days
ago have a very low probability to be visited, we set page
lifetime as 10 days. Each page’s attribute value stays the same
in a simulation process.
In a day, each collaborator continuously visits 15 pages
(according to Alexa [8]). It takes 1 minute to read a page. The
start time of one day’s browsing is randomly distributed. Each
collaborator does not visit the same web page twice in a day.
Fig.2 and Fig.3 respectively describe the honest and dishonest
rating behavior. When an honest collaborator is warned that a
page is offensive, he will not read the page. But the system will
automatically make an offensive rating. Collaborators’ LOB
and LCT are updated every hour.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Select a page;
Query the page's GOR;
Judge if it is offensive by the Prediction Rule;
if(offensive)
Make an offensive rating;
continue;
else
Read the page;
if(the page is offensive)
Make an offensive rating;
else
Make a clean rating;
end if;
end if
Goto 1;

Fig.2 Honest Collaborator Behavior

(5)
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In the first 10 days of simulation, no predictions are made
due to slow start threshold. From the 11th day, the collaboration
system quickly converges to a stable state. This happens in all
simulations. So in later figures, all metrics use the stable values
(the average value of the last 40 days), except for special
explanations. Default parameters in our simulations: Page
attribute and Tk are randomly distributed within [0, 1];
nu=10000, TR=50, TSS=150.

Fig.3 Dishonest Collaborator Behavior

We use two metrics, Prediction Efficiency (PE) and False
Positive (FP). Let no denotes the overall times that honest
collaborators visit an offensive page, ncp denotes the overall
times that offensive pages are correctly predicted to honest
collaborators, np denotes the overall times that predictions are
made to honest collaborators, and nfp denotes the overall times
these predictions are false. Then: PE=ncp / no , FP = nfp / np .
Prediction Efficiency is used to evaluate how well our
collaboration model and algorithm can protect web browsing,
while False Positive is used to evaluate prediction accuracy.
Note that a page will be predicted only after it has received
more than TR ratings. This threshold reduces random errors, but
also undermines prediction efficiency. Let no * denotes the
overall times that honest collaborators visit an offensive page
before the page has received TR ratings. We define a metric to
model the rating threshold’s influence: PE* = ncp /(no − no* ) .
Similarly, the Trust Check might also undermine prediction
efficiency. When this check fails, honest collaborators will
reject predictions. Let no** denotes the overall times that
honest collaborators visit an offensive page when the Trust
Check fails. We define a metric to model the Trust Check’s
influence: PE ** = ncp /(no − no* − no** ) .
Our simulation has two goals. One is to study how the
rating threshold TR and the slow-start threshold TSS will
influence system performance. The other is to investigate how
well our model and algorithm can adapt to various deploying
scenarios.
B.

Results
Fig.4 illustrates a dynamics simulation process. Each point
denotes a metric (PE, PE*, PE**, or FP) value in a day.

BBS-like Website
Collaborator Scale. We change the collaborator scale from
2500 to 40000. The results are shown in Fig.5. As the scale
increases, PE is most significantly improved because no* / no
decreases fast.
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Fig.5 Performance under different collaborator scales.

When the collaboration scale is small, (PE*-PE) and
(PE**-PE*) are big, showing that TR and the Trust Check
induce much efficiency loss. The latter does so because in this
case there are more random errors, which make the Trust
Check fails. This shows that our prediction algorithm can work
best for hot pages. FP also decreases slightly with scale
increment, but it remains low (<5%) all through.
Tk Distribution. We further analyzed the result at point
10000 in Fig.5. We classify collaborators into 10 ranks by the
range of Tk, as shown by the horizontal axis in Fig.6. As Tk
becomes larger, PE almost remains unchanged, but FP
increases especially after 0.6. This is because larger Tk means
smaller peer group which shares the same offensive pages, and
in turn induces larger random error. The number of pages false
predicted is still low because no is small. But when fairness is
concerned, our model seems to be biased towards collaborators
with lower Tk. We run another group of simulations in which
all Tk are randomly distributed within a narrower range. In this
case, FP is greatly reduced for all Tk ranges, PE almost keep
unchanged as Fig.6. The comparison shows that our model can
work better in a more homogeneous collaborator community.
1
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Fig.6 Performances for different collaborators.
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Fig.4 A Simulation Process
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Attack Resilience. We independently change the ratio of
ballot stuffing and bad mouthing collaborators from 0% to
90%, and run a group of simulations for each attack. The
results are given in Fig.7 and Fig.8.

stuffing attack. Fig.9 shows the results. PE only slightly
decreases as the ratio increases. So the attack fails.
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Fig.9 Performances with Ballot Stuffing attacks
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Fig. 7 Performances with Ballot Stuffing attack.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a collaboration system to detect
user-specific OWPs. We evaluated our collaboration model and
algorithm by analysis and simulation, and got the following
conclusions. 1) The model and algorithm can accurately predict
OWPs for users of different tastes and judging standards when
most collaborators are honest. 2) The model and algorithm
have good resilience to Ballot Stuffing, and Bad Mouthing
attacks. Even when the attacker ratio achieves 50%, they can
still obtain 60%, and 40% prediction efficiency, while at the
same time keep false positive low. We also find that the larger
the collaboration scale, the harder the colluding attack is.
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Fig.8 Performances with Bad Mouthing attack.

In both cases, PE gradually decreases, but faster in the
latter. We think the decrease is due to smaller peer groups
which share the same offensive pages. Even so, we can still
obtain a 60%, 40% gain at the ratio 50% in the two cases.
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Slow Start. We change TSS from 15 to 150 and run two
groups of simulations. In both cases, TSS has only very slight
influences on PE and FP.
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